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Abstract 21 

We describe two unprecedented large (100-member), long-term (61-year) ensembles based on MRI-22 

AGCM3.2, which were driven by historical and non-warming climate forcing. These ensembles comprise 23 

the “Database for Policy Decision making for Future climate change (d4PDF)”. We compare these 24 

ensembles to large ensembles based on another climate model, as well as to observed data, to investigate 25 

the influence of anthropogenic activities on historical changes in the numbers of record-breaking events, 26 

including: the annual coldest daily minimum temperature (TNn), the annual warmest daily maximum 27 

temperature (TXx) and the annual most intense daily precipitation event (Rx1day). These two climate 28 

model ensembles indicate that human activity has already had statistically significant impacts on the 29 

number of record-breaking extreme events worldwide mainly in the Northern Hemisphere land. 30 

Specifically, human activities have altered the likelihood that a wider area globally would suffer record-31 

breaking TNn, TXx and Rx1day events than that observed over the 2001-2010 period by a factor of at 32 

least 0.6, 5.4 and 1.3, respectively. However, we also find that the estimated spatial patterns and 33 

amplitudes of anthropogenic impacts on the probabilities of record-breaking events are sensitive to the 34 

climate model and/or natural-world boundary conditions used in the attribution studies. 35 

 36 

 37 

1. Introduction 38 

 In recent years, record-breaking extreme weather and climate events have occurred in many places 39 

around the world (Coumou and Rahmstorf 2012, WMO 2013, WMO 2015), attracting the interest of the 40 

general public, the scientific community and policy makers. Certain record-breaking events have caused 41 

major human suffering and financial losses (WMO 2014). It is extremely likely that human influences 42 

have been the dominant cause of the observed mean warming trend since the mid-20th century (Bindoff et 43 



 

 

 

al. 2013). However, it remains unclear whether human activities are also to blame for the occurrence of 44 

new record-breaking extreme events. How have human activities significantly affected probabilities of 45 

record-breaking extreme events? 46 

 Previous studies have investigated the ratio of record high temperatures to record low temperatures 47 

averaged over certain regions. Meehl et al. (2009) found that the ratio of record-high daily maximum 48 

temperatures to record-low daily minimum temperatures averaged across the U.S. increased to 49 

approximately two (an observational product) or four (a climate model) from 1950 to 2006. Elguindi et al. 50 

(2013) and Lewis and King (2015) found that the ratio of record-high maximum temperatures to record-51 

low minimum temperatures across Europe (seasonally averaged data) and Australia (monthly and 52 

annually averaged data) has also increased in recent decades. The number of local record-breaking 53 

monthly temperature extremes identified globally is now five times larger than would be expected in a 54 

climate not experiencing long-term warming trends, as estimated by a statistical model (Coumou et al. 55 

2013). The statistically significant trends in increasing annual maximum daily precipitation values can be 56 

detected at many stations around the world (Westra et al. 2013), and the number of global record-breaking 57 

daily rainfall events is 12% greater than that anticipated by a theoretical stationary time series (Lehmann 58 

et al. 2015).  59 

   The aforementioned results imply that external factors have influenced these record-breaking events. 60 

Historical and separated forcing simulations (e.g., natural-forcing-only simulations) of a coupled 61 

atmosphere-ocean global climate model (CGCM) (Bindoff et al. 2013) would allow researchers to 62 

formally attribute the increase in the frequency of record-breaking events to human activities.  Previous 63 

studies (Christidis et al. 2005, Shiogama et al. 2006, Min et al. 2011, Min et al. 2013) have attributed 64 

long-term annual maximum and minimum daily temperature trends and annual maximum daily 65 

precipitation trends to historical anthropogenic changes in greenhouse gases concentrations and aerosol 66 

emissions using the optimal fingerprinting technique (Allen and Stott 2003) and outputs from CGCM 67 



 

 

 

attribution experiments. Lewis and King (2015) analyzed the outputs of historical and natural-only 68 

CGCM simulations contributed to the Coupled Model Inter-comparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5) and 69 

suggested that human activities have increased the frequency of record-high temperatures in Australia. 70 

Bador et al. (2015) showed that the 10-member natural-only ensemble of the CNRM-CM5 CGCM failed 71 

to reproduce the observed increases in the number of record-breaking daily temperature events across 72 

Europe while the 10-member ensemble driven by natural and anthropogenic forcing was compatible with 73 

the observed changes. 74 

  Recently a new approach using atmospheric global climate model (AGCM) simulations has been 75 

developed to quantify human impacts on the likelihood and magnitude of a single extreme event (Pall et 76 

al. 2011, Christidis et al. 2013, Shiogama et al. 2013, Shiogama et al. 2014). In this AGCM-based 77 

probabilistic event attribution approach, two large ensembles of factual historical-forcing and 78 

counterfactual natural-forcing (e.g., 100-members each) are produced, generally for short time periods. 79 

Larger ensemble sizes and the possibility of higher spatial resolutions using AGCM ensembles can allow 80 

more precise estimates of how changes in the frequency and magnitude of extreme events occur than can 81 

CGCM simulations. On the other hand, the AGCM-based approach has certain limits. Atmosphere-ocean 82 

interactions are not included in the AGCM-based approach, nor are the possible effects of anthropogenic 83 

forcing on ocean variability. Therefore we cannot test if the observed climate change can occur only due 84 

to the internal variability in the coupled atmosphere-ocean system. Furthermore, limitations in computing 85 

resources typically result in short-term experimental periods (from one season to a few years) and prevent 86 

long-term trend analyses.  87 

  In this study, we analyze large, long-term ensembles of factual and counterfactual climate forcing using 88 

a high-resolution AGCM, MRI-AGCM3.2 (horizontal resolution of approximately 60 km) (Mizuta et al. 89 

2012). Together with a future projection ensemble and downscaling experiments, these ensembles are 90 

being called the “Database for Policy Decision making for Future climate change (d4PDF)” (Mizuta et al. 91 



 

 

 

2016). The first aim of this paper is to describe the experimental design of the d4PDF’s attribution 92 

experiments. We compared the d4PDF’s outputs with other large, long-term ensembles of NCAR 93 

CAM5.1-1degree AGCM (~100 km) (Neale et al. 2010) conducted under the C20C+ Detection and 94 

Attribution Sub-project (Angélil et al. 2016). This is the first multi-AGCM attribution study to investigate 95 

long-term changes in the frequency of record-breaking daily temperature and precipitation events. 96 

 97 

2. Experimental setup and extreme indices 98 

    The d4PDF ensembles (Mizuta et al. 2016) are comprised of 100-member “all forcing” (ALL) runs and 99 

100-member “non-warming trends” (NW) runs. Simulations were run for the 1950-2010 period. The ALL 100 

runs were forced by observed sea surface temperature (SST) and sea ice (SIC) of COBE-SST2 (Hirahara 101 

et al. 2014) and also included historical changes in well-mixed greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations, 102 

ozone, anthropogenic aerosol burdens (sulfate, black carbon and organic carbon), volcanic sulfate aerosol 103 

loading (specifically from the Pinatubo eruption) and natural aerosol loading (sea salt and dust). Solar 104 

irradiance variations were excluded from the study. We added random small, spatio-temporally 105 

continuous perturbations to the monthly SSTs to account for monitoring uncertainties in actual SST 106 

values (Mizuta et al. 2016). The spread of random SST perturbations was kept constant throughout the 107 

experimental period. These random fluctuations induced chaotic perturbations in atmospheric variability. 108 

The NW ensemble included SST data, excluding the first principal component mode of the historical SST 109 

change, which is similar to the linear trend pattern (i.e., we approximately removed the linear trends in 110 

SST). The SIC in the NW runs were estimated using an empirical quadratic relationship between SST-111 

SIC (Hirahara et al. 2014, Mizuta et al. 2016). We used GHG concentrations, anthropogenic aerosol and 112 

volcanic sulfate aerosol values of 1850, and 1961 ozone concentrations. Although differences between the 113 

ALL and NW ensembles contain not only anthropogenic factors but also natural forcing (solar and 114 

volcanic) signals on SST/SIC and internal atmospheric variability, it was expected that anthropogenic 115 



 

 

 

factors would have a much larger impact than natural factors (solar and volcanic forcing) in the long-term 116 

analyses. We also ran a 90-member future time-slice ensemble where we added SST change patterns of 117 

+4°C global warming taken from 6 CMIP5 CGCMs to the NW SST and using 2090 conditions of the 118 

RCP8.5 scenario (van Vuuren et al. 2011) (Mizuta et al. 2016). These historical and future AGCM 119 

simulations were also dynamically downscaled around Japan by using a 20-km resolution reginal climate 120 

model. However, we did not analyze the future projections or regional downscaling simulations in this 121 

work. The d4PDF output data are available on the Data Integration and Analysis System (DIAS) website 122 

(http://www.diasjp.net/en/).  123 

   The Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) climate research group previously produced the 124 

ALL and natural forcing (NAT) CAM5.1 ensembles for the 1959-2014 period (Angélil et al. 2016). The 125 

ALL runs were forced by SSTs and SICs from the Hurrell et al. (2008) product updated with NOAA 126 

OI.v2 (Reynolds et al. 2002), GHG concentrations, anthropogenic aerosol burdens (sulfate, black carbon 127 

and organic carbon), ozone, solar irradiance, volcanic aerosol concentrations, land-use changes and 128 

natural aerosol burdens (sea salt and dust). In the NAT runs, GHG, anthropogenic aerosol and ozone 129 

values of 1855 were used. The anthropogenic changes in SST and SIC diagnosed using the CMIP5 multi-130 

CGCM historical and natural forcing simulations were removed (Stone and Pall 2016). These simulations 131 

were performed within the C20C+ Detection and Attribution Sub-project, and the output data are 132 

available from http://portal.nersc.gov/c20c/. 133 

   The ALL runs of these two AGCMs capture the observed annual mean land temperature changes at the 134 

continental scale, while the NW and NAT runs do not reproduce the warming anomalies observed over 135 

the last 15-20 years (Fig. 1).  Figure 2 shows the SST differences between ALL and NW (NAT) averaged 136 

for the 2001-2010 period. The SST difference for CAM5.1 has larger warming in the Arctic that that in 137 

d4PDF (Fig. 2), and the CAM5.1 ensemble appears to overestimate warming attributable to 138 



 

 

 

anthropogenic factors in the Arctic, such that a notable cooling and sea ice expansion trend can be seen in 139 

the NAT simulations (Figs. 1g, 1i and 1k). 140 

In the next section, we investigate the annual lowest daily minimum temperature (TNn), the annual 141 

highest daily maximum temperature (TXx) and the annual highest daily precipitation (Rx1day) values 142 

identified in the model simulations and an observational product (HadEX2, Donat et al. 2012) for the 143 

1959-2010 period. The horizontal resolution of the simulated extreme indices was interpolated using a 144 

HadEX2 3.75°×2.5° longitude-latitude grid. The simulated data were discarded when observations were 145 

not available for certain times or locations. Grids missing data for more than 26 years (the half of the 52-146 

year analyzed period) were filled with a missing value. As seen in Fig. 3, the available data were almost 147 

exclusively located in the Northern Hemisphere, and the spatial coverage for precipitation is much more 148 

limited than that for temperature. See Donat et al. (2012) for additional details on the distribution of the 149 

data. We examined the numbers of new records for TNn (record cold events), TXx (record hot events) 150 

and Rx1day (record intense rain events). 151 

 152 

3. Results 153 

   The frequencies of record-setting events are expected to decrease as observations accumulate over time 154 

(Meehl et al. 2009). Figure 4 shows the evolution of the area fraction of record-breaking extreme events 155 

relative to the global area where observed data are available (i.e. how many percent of the observed area 156 

shown in Fig. 3 suffer new record-breaking events for each year), given the analysis period starting in 157 

1959. The ensemble averaged ALL runs for both AGCMs reproduced the varying rates of decline in the 158 

observed TNn, TXx and Rx1dy. The NAT and NW runs exhibited faster rates of decline for TXx and 159 

slower rates for TNn than the ALL runs and the observed data. The differences between the averaged 160 

values for the ALL and NW ensembles within the d4PDF are essentially continuously significant after 161 



 

 

 

1983 and 1978 for TNn and TXx, respectively. For the temperature extremes, the CAM5.1 ensembles 162 

show larger differences between ALL and NAT than that in d4PDF, mainly due to differences in the rate 163 

in CAM5.1's NAT ensemble which likely reflect its Arctic cooling trend. Differences in the ALL and 164 

NAT ensembles of CAM5.1 are essentially continuously significant after 1974 and 1979 for TNn and 165 

TXx, respectively. The points of continuously significant changes in temperature extremes were similar 166 

for TXx but there was a 9-year difference in TNn values between these two models.  167 

  The NAT and NW runs have faster decline rates of Rx1day than the ALL runs and the observed data. 168 

The differences between the ensemble averaged values of Rx1day for ALL and NW of d4PDF are 169 

essentially continuously significant after 1996. The differences in Rx1day values in the CAM5.1 170 

ensembles were smaller than those in the d4PDF. Although there were some significant differences in 171 

Rx1day values between the CAM5.1 ALL and NAT ensembles, the difference was not significant in 2010. 172 

It is not clear why the Rx1day differences in CAM5.1 are smaller than that of d4PDF. 173 

    Figure 5 displays the normalized histograms of the area fraction of record-breaking extreme events that 174 

occurred during the 2001-2010 period (we compute area fractions for each of 10-year × 100 (50) 175 

members and make the histograms). The red ALL distributions of TXx and Rx1day shift rightward and 176 

widen relative to the blue NAT and NW distributions. As the distributions move leftward, their width 177 

should decrease because the lower bound must be greater than or equal to zero by definition. The mean 178 

area fractions of record-breaking TNx significantly decrease from 2.17% to 1.14% for d4PDF and from 179 

2.90% to 1.04% for CAM5.1 (Table 1).  The mean area fractions of record-breaking TXx significantly 180 

increase by 2.40% (d4PDF) and 3.19% (CAM5.1). The mean area fractions of record-breaking Rx1day 181 

also significantly rose by 0.62% (d4PDF) and 0.26% (CAM5.1). The black vertical lines represent the 182 

area fractions of observed record-breaking events averaged across the 2001-2010 period. Human activity 183 

has increased “the likelihood of a wider area would be affected by record-breaking TXx than the observed 184 

value” by 6.2-fold in average (the 10%-90% range for the 1000-time bootstrap resampling is 5.4-7.2) for 185 



 

 

 

d4PDF and 11-fold (8-14) for CAM5.1. Here we randomly sample “10 years × 100 (50) members” with 186 

replacement and compute ratios between ALL and NW (NAT) by 1000-times to estimate the uncertainty 187 

ranges. In contrast, the likelihood that a wider area would be affected by record-breaking TNn than has 188 

been observed is halved: the ratios of ALL and NW (NAT) are 0.5 (0.5-0.6) and 0.5 (0.4-0.5) for d4PDF 189 

and CAM5.1, respectively. Human activities have significantly increased the likelihood that a wider area 190 

will be affected by record-breaking Rx1day than has been observed by 1.7-fold (1.6-1.8) and 1.4-fold 191 

(1.3-1.6) for d4PDF and CAM5.1, respectively. Although the annual Rx1day statistics in CAM5.1 show 192 

that human activities had a non-significant impact on the frequency of record extremes in some years 193 

between 2001-2010 (Fig. 4f), the 10-year aggregated analysis (Fig. 5f and table 1) provides stronger 194 

evidence for the anthropogenic contribution to more frequent record-breaking Rx1day events. 195 

   Figure 3 shows the geographical distributions of differences in record setting probabilities between ALL 196 

and NW (NAT) during the 2001-2010 period.  For both climate models, the occurrence probabilities of 197 

record-breaking TNn decreased in most areas with sufficient data, while those of TXx and Rx1day 198 

increased. However, the spatial patterns and the amplitudes of the probability changes differed between 199 

the models. For example, large increases in record-breaking TXx probabilities were found across Europe 200 

and in western Siberia using the CAM5.1 ensembles, while changes identified in the d4PDF ensembles 201 

were moderate in these regions. On the other hand, both models indicated distinct increases in the 202 

likelihood of record-breaking TXx in the southwestern United States. These results suggest the 203 

importance of multiple AGCM intercomparison studies for probabilistic event attributions and long-term 204 

trend analyses, and suggest that uncertainties in counterfactual ocean conditions should be considered; in 205 

particular, the European and western Siberian excesses identified in the CAM5.1 are consistent with the 206 

Arctic cooling in the NAT SST and SIC estimates used. Quantitative attribution of local record-breaking 207 

events can be sensitive to differences in the AGCMs and estimates of counterfactual boundary conditions. 208 

 209 



 

 

 

4. Summary and discussions 210 

We have produced unprecedented large, long-term ensembles using the hi-resolution MRI AGCM, 211 

which we compile into the “Database for Policy Decision making for Future climate change (d4PDF)” 212 

(Mizuta et al. 2016). We described the experimental setup of the historical and the non-warming 213 

experiments of d4PDF, which is briefly explained in Mizuta et al. (2016) and Kamae et al. (2016). 214 

This is also the first study that has compared large-size long-term attribution experiments using two 215 

AGCMs, specifically MRI-AGCM3.2 and CAM5.1, to investigate the impacts of anthropogenic factors 216 

on historical changes in the frequencies of record-breaking daily temperature and precipitation extreme 217 

indices. Declining frequencies in record-breaking annual coldest night events and increasing numbers of 218 

record-breaking annual warmest day events, along with increasing intense precipitation events around the 219 

world (mainly in the Northern Hemisphere land) were found. Lewis and King (2015) and Bador et al. 220 

(2015) have suggested human influences as a primary cause of changes in the number of record-breaking 221 

temperature events in Australia and Europe, respectively. We revealed that human activity has already 222 

had a statistically significant effect on historical changes in the numbers of record-breaking daily cold 223 

events, hot events and intense rain events over the world's continents generally. Anthropogenic climate 224 

change has increased the probabilities that a wider area globally may have suffered record-breaking TXx 225 

and Rx1day than was observed during the 2001-2010 period, by at least 5.4-fold and 1.3-fold, 226 

respectively, and has decreased that of TNn by at least 0.6-fold.  227 

However, it has also been suggested that the estimated amplitudes and spatial patterns of human 228 

impacts on record-breaking events are sensitive to the models used. It has been shown that the 229 

assessments of AGCM-based probabilistic event attribution of local extreme events can depend on 230 

assumptions made in counterfactual experiments (Shiogama et al. 2014, Imada et al. 2014). Therefore, 231 

multi-model analyses with different assumptions of counterfactual experiments are important for regional 232 

attribution studies of long-term trends of extreme events and single events. The outputs of the two 233 



 

 

 

AGCMs presented here are available to the public for free, and simulations of other AGCMs (although 234 

primarily focused on short-term periods) are also provided by the C20C+ Detection and Attribution Sub-235 

project. These open-access datasets can facilitate the more robust attribution of extreme events. 236 

 237 
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Table list 342 

Table 1 Averages and the corresponding 10%-90% confidence intervals (based on t-tests) of the fraction 343 

of the area with record breaking events during the 2001-2010 period for TNn, TXx and Rx1day 344 

of d4PDF and CAM5.1.  345 

 346 

Figure Captions 347 

Fig. 1 Continental mean annual surface air temperature changes (°C). Black lines represent observed 348 

conditions (Jones et al. 2012). Red and blue shading indicate the minimum-maximum ranges of 349 

the ALL and NW (NAT) ensembles, respectively. Panels (a)-(f) denote the d4PDF ensembles 350 

during 1951-2010 (anomalies from the 1951-1970 mean). Panels (g)-(l) denote the regional 351 

CAM5.1 ensembles during 1959-2010 (anomalies from the 1959-1978 mean). See Giorgi (2002) 352 

for definitions of the continental regions. 353 

Fig. 2 Sea surface temperature differences (°C) between (a) ALL and NW for d4PDF and (b) ALL and 354 

NAT for CAM5.1 during 2000-2010. 355 



 

 

 

Fig. 3 Geographical distributions of differences in the record setting probabilities between ALL and NW 356 

(NAT) during the 2001-2010 period (%). (a) TNn, (b) TXx and (c) Rx1day for d4PDF; and  (d) 357 

TNn, (e) TXx and (f) Rx1day for CAM5.1. The white areas indicate grid cells where recorded 358 

data were not sufficient. 359 

Fig. 4 The temporal evolution of the fraction of the global area where record-breaking events occurred. (a, 360 

d) TNn, (b, e) TXx and (c, f) Rx1day for HadEX2 (black), ALL (red) and NW or NAT (blue) (%), 361 

where 1959 was the beginning of the analysis period. The top panels represent the d4PDF 362 

simulations and the bottom panels show the CAM5.1 simulations. The solid red and blue lines 363 

denote the ensemble averages. The yellow and light blue shading represent the 10%-90% 364 

confidence intervals of the ensemble averages. Crosses indicate the differences between the 365 

ensemble mean ALL and NW (NAT) are statistically significant at the ±10% level using the t-test. 366 

The dotted lines represent the max-min ranges of the ensemble members. 367 

Fig. 5 The red and blue distributions represent the normalized histograms (0.5% bins) of the fraction of 368 

the area with record breaking events during the 2001-2010 period for ALL and NW (NAT), 369 

respectively. (a) TNn, (b) TXx and (c) Rx1day for d4PDF, respectively; (d) TNn, (e) TXx and (f) 370 

Rx1day for CAM5.1, respectively. The black dotted lines are the observed area fractions of 371 

record-breaking event averaged over the 2001-2010 period. The red and blue numbers show the 372 

probabilities that area fractions of ALL and NW (NAT) are larger than the observed values, 373 

respectively (%). The black numbers indicate the ratios between ALL/NW (ALL/NAT) (no unit). 374 

The brackets show the 10%-90% uncertainty ranges computed by the 1000-time bootstrap 375 

resampling. 376 
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Table 1 Averages and the corresponding 10%-90% confidence intervals (based on t-tests) of the fraction 379 

of the area with record breaking events during the 2001-2010 period for TNn, TXx and Rx1day 380 

of d4PDF and CAM5.1.  381 

 TNn TXx Rx1day 

ALL, d4PDF 
1.14% 

[1.05%, 1.22%] 

4.93% 

[4.51%, 5.36%] 

2.94% 

[2.90%, 2.98%] 

NW, d4PDF 
2.17% 

[1.98%, 2.36%] 

2.53% 

[2.43%, 2.63%] 

2.32% 

[2.30%, 2.34%] 

ALL, CAM5.1 
1.04%

[0.99%, 1.10%] 

5.41%

[4.63%, 6.18%] 

2.49% 

[2.45%, 2.53%] 

NAT, CAM5.1 
2.90%

[2.57%, 3.23%] 

2.22%

[2.10%, 2.33%] 

2.23% 

[2.20%, 2.27%] 
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  384 

Fig. 1 Continental mean annual surface air temperature changes (°C). Black lines represent observed 385 

conditions (Jones et al. 2012). Red and blue shading indicate the minimum-maximum ranges of 386 

the ALL and NW (NAT) ensembles, respectively. Panels (a)-(f) denote the d4PDF ensembles 387 

during 1951-2010 (anomalies from the 1951-1970 mean). Panels (g)-(l) denote the regional 388 

CAM5.1 ensembles during 1959-2010 (anomalies from the 1959-1978 mean). See Giorgi (2002) 389 

for definitions of the continental regions. 390 

391 



 

 

 

 392 

Fig. 2 Sea surface temperature differences (°C) between (a) ALL and NW for d4PDF and (b) ALL and 393 

NAT for CAM5.1 during 2000-2010. 394 

 395 
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 397 

Fig. 3 Geographical distributions of differences in the record setting probabilities between ALL and NW 398 

(NAT) during the 2001-2010 period (%). (a) TNn, (b) TXx and (c) Rx1day for d4PDF; and  (d) 399 

TNn, (e) TXx and (f) Rx1day for CAM5.1. The white areas indicate grid cells where recorded 400 

data were not sufficient. 401 

402 



 

 

 

 403 

Fig. 4 The temporal evolution of the fraction of the global area where record-breaking events occurred. (a, 404 

d) TNn, (b, e) TXx and (c, f) Rx1day for HadEX2 (black), ALL (red) and NW or NAT (blue) (%), 405 

where 1959 was the beginning of the analysis period. The top panels represent the d4PDF 406 

simulations and the bottom panels show the CAM5.1 simulations. The solid red and blue lines 407 

denote the ensemble averages. The yellow and light blue shading represent the 10%-90% 408 

confidence intervals of the ensemble averages. Crosses indicate the differences between the 409 

ensemble mean ALL and NW (NAT) are statistically significant at the ±10% level using the t-test. 410 

The dotted lines represent the max-min ranges of the ensemble members. 411 



 

 

 

 412 

Fig. 5 The red and blue distributions represent the normalized histograms (0.5% bins) of the fraction of 413 

the area with record breaking events during the 2001-2010 period for ALL and NW (NAT), 414 

respectively. (a) TNn, (b) TXx and (c) Rx1day for d4PDF, respectively; (d) TNn, (e) TXx and (f) 415 

Rx1day for CAM5.1, respectively. The black dotted lines are the observed area fractions of 416 

record-breaking event averaged over the 2001-2010 period. The red and blue numbers show the 417 

probabilities that area fractions of ALL and NW (NAT) are larger than the observed values, 418 

respectively (%). The black numbers indicate the ratios between ALL/NW (ALL/NAT) (no unit). 419 

The brackets show the 10%-90% uncertainty ranges computed by the 1000-time bootstrap 420 

resampling. 421 




